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Distinguished by its clarity and eloquence, this is a
superior work of historical writing and analysis that merits
comparison with the best monographs on the social
history of Renaissance Italy."—Gene Brucker, University
of California at Berkeley
Charity Barlow wished to marry for love. The rakish Lord
Robert wishes only to tuck her away in the country once
an heir is produced. A country-bred girl, Charity Barlow
suddenly finds herself married to a marquess, an aloof
stranger determined to keep his thoughts and feelings to
himself. She and Lord Robert have been forced by
circumstances to marry, and she feels sure she is not the
woman he would have selected given a choice.The
Marquess of St. Malin makes it plain to her that their
marriage is merely for the procreation of an heir, and
once that is achieved, he intends to continue living the
life he enjoyed before he met her.While he takes up his
life in London once more, Charity is left to wander the
echoing corridors of St. Malin House, when she isn't
thrown into the midst of the mocking Haute Ton.Charity
is not at all sure she likes her new social equals, as they
live by their own rules, which seem rather shocking.
She's not at all sure she likes her new husband either,
except for his striking appearance and the dark desire in
his eyes when he looks at her, which sends her pulses
racing. Lord Robert is a rake and does not deserve her
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suffering from a sad past? Seeking to uncover it, Charity
attempts to heal the wound to his heart, only to make
things worse between them. Will he ever love her?
As it turns out, a London Season is the worst place to
find love. Eliza Mulgrave never expected to make her
bows to society. Yet here she is, dancing at Almacks and
riding through Hyde Park. It would be perfectly delightful
if it weren't for the whispers and scornful glances. She
certainly never sought to quit her place in society as a
tradesman's daughter. At least then she had known who
she was and how to act; now, she's completely lost.
Adam Lambert has been raised to be a viscount and
though the time has come sooner than expected he is
confident stepping into this new life. Until he meets his
Father's best kept secret-a little girl. And now she's
Adam's responsibility. Surely someone ought to have
told him about her before now. After stumbling through
an initial meeting, Adam and Eliza both find in the other
what they most need this Season-a sincere friend. But
society is not often willing to grant two people room to
learn for themselves who to be, or who to love. As the
first stand-alone novel in a new series by author Laura
Rollins, The Audacious Miss Eliza begins the Daughters
of Courage series. This charming story is a light-hearted,
clean and wholesome romance set in the Regency era.
Ruthless, wicked, and dark, the Marquess of Rutland
rouses terror in the breast of ladies and nobleman alike.
All Edmund wants in life is power. After he was publically
humiliated by his one love Lady Margaret, he vowed
vengeance, using Margaret’s niece, as his pawn.
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Except, he’s
thwarted
by another, more enticing
target—Miss Phoebe Barrett. Miss Phoebe Barrett knows
precisely the shame she’s been born to. Because her
father is a shocking letch she’s learned to form her own
opinions on a person’s worth. After a chance meeting
with the Marquess of Rutland, she is captivated by the
mysterious man. He, too, is a victim of society’s scorn,
but the more encounters she has with Edmund, the more
she knows there is powerful depth and emotion to the
jaded marquess. The lady wreaks havoc on Edmund’s
plans for revenge and he finds he wants Phoebe, at all
costs. As she’s drawn into the darkness of his world,
Phoebe risks being destroyed by Edmund’s
ruthlessness. And Phoebe who desires love at all costs,
has to determine if she can ever truly trust the heart of a
scoundrel.
Your presence is requested at romantic Twill Castle for
the wedding of Miss Clio Whitmore and . . . and . . . ?
After eight years of waiting for Piers Brandon, the
wandering Marquess of Granville, to set a wedding date,
Clio Whitmore has had enough. She's inherited a castle,
scraped together some pride, and made plans to break
her engagement. Not if Rafe Brandon can help it. A
ruthless prizefighter and notorious rake, Rafe is
determined that Clio will marry his brother—even if he has
to plan the dratted wedding himself. So how does a
hardened fighter cure a reluctant bride's cold feet? He
starts with flowers. Ladies can't have too many flowers.
Or harps. Or cakes. He lets her know she'll make a
beautiful, desirable bride— and tries not to picture her as
his. He doesn't kiss her. If he kisses her, he definitely
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a stunning gown and vows not to be nearby when the
gown comes off. And no matter what—he doesn't fall in
disastrous, hopeless love with the one woman he can
never call his own.
Sometimes survival isn’t just about staying alive…
Widowed and alone on the frontier, Elspeth Stewart will
do whatever it takes to protect herself and her unborn
child from the dangers of the wilderness and of men.
Though her youthful beauty doesn’t show it, she is
broken and scarred from the way men have treated her.
So when a stranger wanders onto Bethie’s land,
wounded and needing her aid, she takes no risks, tying
him to the bed and hiding his weapons before ministering
to his injuries. But Bethie’s defenses cannot keep
Nicholas Kenleigh from breaking down her emotional
walls. The scars on his body speak of a violent past, but
his gentleness, warmth, and piercing eyes arouse
longings in her that she never imagined she had. As
Nicholas and Bethie reveal to each other both their
hidden desires and their tortured secrets, they discover
that riding the flames of their passion might be the key to
burning away the nightmares of their pasts.
New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries
delights readers with the final novel in her sexy Regency
Hellions of Hallstead Hall romance series, featuring Lady
Celia Sharpe and the upstanding Bow Street runner,
Pinter. Lady Celia Sharpe has always been wary of
marriage…but now her future depends on it. With two
months left to find a husband and fulfill her
grandmother’s ultimatum, Celia sets her sights on three
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wealthy, high-ranking men will surely prove her capable
of getting married, so hopefully the wedding itself won’t
be necessary for Celia to receive her inheritance. Step
two of her audacious plan is hiring the dark and
dangerously compelling Bow Street Runner, Jackson
Pinter, to investigate the three men she’s chosen. With
Lady Celia bedeviling Jackson’s days and nights, the
last thing he wants is to help her find a husband. And
when she recalls shadowed memories that lead his
investigation into her parents’ mysterious deaths in a
new direction, putting her in danger, Jackson realizes the
only man he wants Celia to marry is himself!
An illustrated gift book that brings to life the universal
parenting experience of saying strange and hilarious
things to one's kids. As the father of five boys (all under
age 10), graphic designer Nathan Ripperger has found
himself saying some rather funny, absurd, and downright
bizarre things to his children, from "Stop riding that
penguin, we're leaving" to "I am NOT talking to you until
you are wearing underwear." He created poster-like
images for each and posted them online. The response
from other parents was overwhelming. With Things I've
Said to My Children, Ripperger has assembled around
80 of the funniest, weirdest, and most amusing sayings
and paired them with full-color, designed images that
bring these outrageously hysterical quotes to life.
Covering the essential parenting topics like food,
animals, don'ts, and of course, bodily functions, Things
I've Said to My Children is a light-hearted illustrated
reminder of the shared absurdity of parenthood.
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themselves uttering some variation of the line, "Please
don't eat the goldfish crackers you've put in your butt."
An engrossing tale of love on the high seas from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. Sara
Winchester has joyfully anticipated the day when her
husband Nathan, Marquess of St. James, will return to
claim her heart at last. Charmingly innocent, she
dismisses the ancient feud that divides Nathan's family
from her own, the feud that their marriage was supposed
to settle. But when he finally returns, Nathan is not the
prince charming Sara had imagined. The man before her
now is perplexing, arrogant and powerfully handsome—a
notorious pirate whose touch arouses her to the wildest,
deepest pleasures of love. Nathan has never bared his
soul to any woman, but he's soon utterly beguiled and
exasperated by Sara's sweet, defiant ways. Aboard his
ship, The Seahawk, she is brave, imperious and
determined to win his heart completely. But upon their
return to England, Sara's love will be sorely tested as a
vile conspiracy threatens to tear them apart...
Prim and proper Miss Minerva has plans for her future.
Those plans? They do not include a pirate. The eldest
daughter of a retired naval captain, Minerva is wellversed in tactical objectives and strategic maneuvers. It's
no wonder she's put those skills to use when planning
her own future with her perfectly proper suitor. There is
only one flaw in her plan. She's failed to take into
account a troublesome newcomer who's hiding out in her
little seaside town. The irritating rogue is in her way at
every turn—teasing, taunting, and all around upending
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her well-ordered
expect from a pirate?
Redeeming the MarquessSweet and Clean Regency
Romance
Diana Quincy returns with the newest novel in the
Clandestine Affairs series with a steamy romance about
a half-Arab marquess seeking revenge on—and falling
for—London’s most famous mapmaker. The new
footman doesn’t seem to know his place… London’s
most renowned mapmaker is a woman...but nobody
knows it. If anyone discovers that Rose Fleming is the
power and talent behind the family business, the scandal
could ruin them. Rose’s secret is tested by the arrival of
a handsome new footman who shows far too much
interest in his new mistress. Rose battles an intense
attraction to the enigmatic servant, but maintaining a
proper distance isn’t easy when you and temptation live
under the same roof. She makes him forget he has a
score to settle… Few have met the reclusive half-Arab
Marquess of Brandon, who is rumored to live with a
harem of beauties among his mother’s people near
Jerusalem. Brandon couldn’t care less what society
thinks of him, or that his fellow peers are disdainful of his
common blood, but he won’t stand for being robbed.
That’s why he's disguised himself as a footman in the
home of a respected mapmaker who cheated Brandon
out of his land. But the nobleman's plans for retribution
are complicated by his growing attraction for the
secretive lady of the house. When Brandon uncovers the
shocking truth about Rose’ role in his stolen birthright,
can a love born of deception really conquer all?
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Shy, bookish
Sophie
Brightwell is expected to make an
advantageous match to improve her family's fortunes but
her plans go horribly awry when she and her three
friends are expelled from an academy for conduct
unbecoming. Now her only chance at finding a husband
lies with the Rakehells - the bad boys of society who may
be willing to overlook a young lady's besmirched
reputation. But how does one catch a rake?
Long ago, at the height of the Golden Age of Piracy, the
infamous pirate Ramsey and his shipmates sacrificed
everything to embark on an impossible journey into the
Sea of Thieves. In the present day, Larinna, an
ambitious stowaway determined to leave her mark on
history, joins forces with a wild and adventurous captain
seeking the greatest treasure ever buried. Separated by
time but united by their drive to uncover the secrets of
the Sea of Thieves, both crews will face tricks, traps, and
malevolent horrors unleashed from the depths of the sea
as each draws nearer to Athena’s Fortune. Take a deep
breath and dive into an epic story based on Rare's
thrilling shared-world adventure game Sea of Thieves,
where aspiring pirates can set sail on exciting voyages.
Discover the tales of famously fearsome pirates whose
legends endure and whose plunder still lies buried, ready
for the taking.
To Woo a Widow: Book 10 in the “Heart of a Duke”
Series
Be prepared to smile, swoon, and sigh in Christi
Caldwell's latest 'Heart of a Scandal' installment where a
matchmaker firmly on the shelf is about to fall head over
heels for her best friend's younger brother. She lived by
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Meredith Durant believes those who
won’t marry, matchmake, and she’s made a notable
career for herself helping young women find the perfect
mate. Having suffered a broken heart years before,
she’s quite content in her work and determined to never
fall prey to love again. Her most recent job finds her
working for the unlikeliest of households, never
expecting her assignment would be her best friend's
younger brother, Barry—who's not so little anymore. He’s
a grown man who leaves her breathless and wishing just
maybe this time she could have a happy ending. But how
can that happen when, once her job is done, she must
watch him wed another? He's decided to break her rules:
Barry Aberdeen, the future Duke of Gayle, knew his days
of freedom were numbered. With his sister recently
married, his mother turned her marital aspirations to him.
She’s even gone as far as to hire a matchmaker. Worse,
the matchmaker is a childhood friend--Meredith Durant.
Only the rigid, serious creature is not the carefree girl he
remembered. If he’s going to be saddled with a
matchmaker, he’s going to have fun loosening
Meredith’s too-tight chignon. What he doesn’t expect is
how entranced he’ll be when those strands come falling
down around her shoulders. The Heart of a Scandal
Series Includes: Prequel Novella--In Need of a Knight
Schooling the Duke A Lady's Guide to a Gentleman's
Heart A Matchmaker for a Marquess Praise for Christi
Caldwell: "Christi Caldwell is a MUST Read!!" ~New
York Times bestselling author Mary Balogh "A Christi
Caldwell book never fails to touch the heart!" ~New York
Times bestselling author Tessa Dare “Christi Caldwell is
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vibrant that she redefines high definition. Readers will be
left panting, craving, and rooting for their favorite
characters as unexpected lovers find their happy
ending.” —RT Book Reviews on The Hellion

Named a most anticipated romance by Oprah Daily,
Marie Claire, BuzzFeed, PopSugar, and more! The
author of the “hilarious...joyful, elegant” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review) To Have and to Hoax
returns with an effervescent, charming, and swoonworthy novel about a man and woman who never
agree on anything—until they agree to a no-stringsattached affair in this Regency-era romp. The
widowed Diana, Lady Templeton and Jeremy,
Marquess of Willingham are infamous among
English high society as much for their sharp-tongued
bickering as their flirtation. One evening, an
argument at a ball turns into a serious wager:
Jeremy will marry within the year or Diana will forfeit
one hundred pounds. So shortly after, just before a
fortnight-long house party at Elderwild, Jeremy’s
country estate, Diana is shocked when Jeremy
appears at her home with a very different kind of
proposition. After his latest mistress unfavorably
criticized his skills in the bedroom, Jeremy is looking
for reassurance, so he has gone to the only woman
he trusts to be totally truthful. He suggests that they
embark on a brief affair while at the house
party—Jeremy can receive an honest critique of his
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bedroom skills and widowed Diana can use the
gossip to signal to other gentlemen that she is
interested in taking a lover. Diana thinks taking him
up on his counter-proposal can only help her win her
wager. With her in the bedroom and Jeremy’s
marriage-minded grandmother, the formidable
Dowager Marchioness of Willingham, helping to find
suitable matches among the eligible ladies at
Elderwild, Diana is confident her victory is assured.
But while they’re focused on winning wagers, they
stand to lose their own hearts. With Martha Waters’s
signature “cheeky charm and wonderfully wry wit”
(Booklist, starred review), To Love and to Loathe is
another clever and delightful historical rom-com that
is perfect for fans of Christina Lauren and Evie
Dunmore.
He Could Be Her Only Hope...or Her Next Victim
The shocking murder of her husband has freed
Charlotte Wylde from a demoralizing and miserable
marriage. But when his intriguing nephew and heir
arrives to take over the estate, Charlotte discovers
she's unsafe in her own home. Alec Wylde was
shocked by his uncle's untimely death, and even
more shocked to encounter his uncle's beautiful
young widow. Now clouds of suspicion are
gathering, and charges of murder hover over
Charlotte's head. Celebrate the 80th birthday of
Regency Romance with great books from
Sourcebooks Casablanca! Readers and Reviewers
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are Charmed by Jane Ashford "Jane Ashford's
romances are bewitching, filled with delight, intrigue,
and dynamic tension."—Romance Communications
"Charm, intrigue, humor, and just the right touch of
danger."—RT Book Review "A riveting, emotional
romance that will garner a place of prominence on
anyone's keeper shelf."—Rendezvous "A scintillating
Regency adventure filled with...dark and dangerous
action."—Affaire de Coeur
Amid the variety of human experiences, the comic
occupies a distinctive place. It is simultaneously
ubiquitous, relative, and fragile. In this book, Peter L.
Berger reflects on the nature of the comic and its
relationship to other human experiences. Berger
contends that the comic is an integral aspect of
human life, yet one that must be approached and
analyzed circumspectly and circuitously. Beginning
with an exploration of the anatomy of the comic,
Berger addresses humor in philosophy, physiology,
psychology, and the social sciences before turning to
a discussion of different types of comedy and finally
suggesting a theology of the comic in terms of its
relationship to folly, redemption, and transcendence.
Along the way, the reader is treated to a variety of
jokes on a variety of topics, with particular emphasis
on humor and its relationship to religion. Originally
published in 1997, the second edition includes a new
preface reflecting on Berger’s work in the
intervening years, particularly on the relationship
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Miss Amelia Blackmore has received the most
interesting letter. The Dowager Duchess of
Harrowden has requested that she visit Harrowden
Hall under the guise of being her companion. Her
true motive, however, is to successfully pair her son,
the duke, with a potential love match. Intrigued by
the prospect, Amelia sets off on an adventure,
unprepared for the duke's reaction to his mother's
new companion. Edmund, the Duke of Harrowden, is
miserable and has no qualms about showing it.
When a young lady shows up claiming to be his
mother's new companion, he immediately dismisses
her. To his surprise, she defies him. Who does she
think she is? No one dares defy him!Edmund is
adamant that Amelia needs to go, so he
continuously strives to rid Harrowden Hall of his
mother's vexing companion. Soon, he realizes that
there is more to her than what he first observed,
making him in real danger of losing his heart to
Amelia. When the truth finally is revealed, can
Edmund let go of his pride - and his past - to go after
the woman he loves?
He's spent years scandalizing society. Now, this rake
must change his ways. Society's most infamous
scoundrel, Daniel Winterbourne, the Earl of Montfort,
has been promised a small fortune if he can
relinquish his wayward, carousing lifestyle. And
behaving means he must also help find a
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respectable companion for his youngest
sister--someone who will guide her and whom she
can emulate. However, Daniel knows no such
woman. But when he encounters a childhood friend,
Daniel believes she may just be the answer to all of
his problems. Having been secretly humiliated by an
unscrupulous blackguard years earlier, Miss Daphne
Smith dreams of finding work at Ladies of Hope, an
institution that provides an education for disabled
women. With her sordid past and a disfigured leg,
few opportunities arise for a woman such as she.
Knowing Daniel's history, she wishes to avoid him,
but working for his sister is exactly the stepping
stone she needs. Their attraction intensifies as
Daniel and Daphne grow closer, preparing his sister
for the London Season. But Daniel must resist his
desire for a woman tarnished by scandal while
Daphne is reminded of the boy she once knew. Can
society's most notorious rake redeem his reputation
and become the man Daphne deserves?
In Lavinia Kent’s scorching new eBook original
novella, two wounded hearts find that only the sweet
release of temptations long denied can heal the pain
of past sins. Five years ago, Miss Sarah Swilp had
been deeply in love with Jonathan Perry, the second
son of an earl. But when Jonathan inherited his
aunt’s lands and money, he turned cold, demanding
Sarah’s maidenhood and uttering those
unforgettably cruel words: “You do know I won’t
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marry you.” She refused, of course, and that spoiled
everything. Now, just as she’s agreed to a marriage
of convenience, Jonathan reappears—and after
Sarah gets one look at his lean, hard body, the
embers of desire burst back into flame. Over time,
Jonathan has learned quite a bit about the art of
pleasure—though nothing has ever given him so
much joy as the husky timbre of Sarah’s laugh. It
had hurt to leave her, but what other choice did he
have? Perhaps he’d been too afraid of ending up
like his brother, targeted by a woman seeking a title.
Seeing her again, Jonathan can’t help wondering
what might have been if only Sarah had surrendered
to red-hot lust. Fortunately, judging by the wicked
look in her eyes, it may not be too late to find out.
Sarah’s Surrender is intended for mature audiences.
Don’t miss a preview of the next novel in the Bound
and Determined series, Ravishing Ruby. Praise for
Lavinia Kent’s Mastering the Marquess “Steamy . . .
Kent’s lively prose keeps the reader drawn in from
start to finish.”—Library Journal (starred review)
“Sexy, steamy . . . an entertaining read.”—Guilty
Pleasures Book Reviews “[A] tale of sexual
exploration and liberation . . . the hottest historical
romance story I’ve ever read.”—Heroes and
Heartbreakers
When a rake beyond redemption… A walking scandal
surviving on little more than wits, whisky, and wicked
skills in the bedchamber, Benedict Chatham, the
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new Marquess of Rutherford, is at the end of his
rope. Deeply in debt and down to his last farthing, he
must marry nothing short of an absolute fortune, or
risk utter ruin. Must marry for money… Enter Miss
Charlotte Lancaster, unfashionably tall heiress to just
such a fortune and a clumsy, redheaded disaster in
her five London seasons. While she dreams of
leaving England for a life of trade in America, her
father schemes to trade her dowry for a title—and
Marchioness of Rutherford will do nicely. Charlotte
wants her independence, not a husband, and
certainly not a disreputable devil who renders her
weak and wobbly with a single scorching glance. But
she’s a practical sort, and a year with the devil might
buy her freedom … provided she can resist his
seductive charms. That shouldn’t prove a problem,
for he could not possibly want someone like her, and
the feeling is mutual. Really. It is. Love grows in the
most unexpected places… When her father demands
a startling price for his daughter’s hand—one year of
fidelity and sobriety—Chatham must change his
libertine ways … at least temporarily. And when he
does, Charlotte begins to see him in a new light—not
as the scandalous charmer she married, but as the
husband she just might adore.
Coffee. . .tea. . .or a pastry chef sweeter than any
confection. . . Scotch trifle fit for Queen Victoria,
scones with clotted cream. . .Alys Redcake knows
the way to a man's heart. Yet she is unaware that
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with each morsel--and flash of ankle--she is
seducing the handsome marquess frequenting her
father's tea shop. Unmarried at twenty-six, Alys's first
love is the family business. But thoughts of the
gentleman's touch are driving her to distraction. . .
With his weakness for sugar, the Marquess of
Hatbrook can imagine no more desirable woman
than one scented with cake and spice. Mistaking
Alys for a mere waitress, he has no doubt she would
make a most delicious mistress. And when he finds
himself in need of an heir, he plans to make her his
convenient bride. Yet as they satisfy their craving for
one another, business and pleasure suddenly
collide. Will Hatbrook's passion for sweets--and for
Alys--be his heart's undoing? 85,000 Words
“Julie Anne Long reinvents the historical romance for
modern readers, delivering intense, passionate
characters and high adventure. Her writing glows.”
—Amanda Quick “You will love the Pennyroyal Green
series.” —Julia Quinn Rapidly rising romance star Julie
Anne Long is making an indelible mark with her smart,
sensual, richly emotional love stories, especially her
unforgettable Pennyroyal Green novels. The fourth
delectable Pennyroyal Green affair, Long’s How the
Marquess Was Won is a “keeper”—the story of a
beautiful orphan from the streets of Regency London,
now refined, who inadvertently bewitches the dashing
nobleman whom England’s scandal sheets have
dubbed “Lord Ice.” A multiple RITA Award, Romantic
Times Reviewer’s Choice Award, and Holt Medallion
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finalist, the
incomparable
Julie Anne Long is certain to
win the hearts and eternal devotion of dedicated
romance readers everywhere with How the Marquess
Was Won.
USA Today bestselling author Vivienne Lorret continues
the Mating Habits of Scoundrels series with a debutante
who believes she is destined to marry the lord next door
until a fateful encounter with a rogue makes her wonder…
if she might be falling for the wrong marquess! The
wrong place… Elodie Parrish can feel spinsterhood
breathing down her neck. That’s the trouble with waiting
for the marquess next door her entire life. But Ellie
knows if she gives him one last Season, he’ll finally
propose. The only problem is, her path keeps crossing
with the arrogant Lord Hullworth, who is convinced she
has designs on him. The wrong time… Brandon,
Marquess of Hullworth, never wanted to be “London’s
Most Elusive Bachelor,” or have a horde of hopeful
debutantes and their scheming mamas follow him
around. His past has left him too jaded to consider
marrying any of them. At least, that’s what he thinks...
until he meets Ellie. She’s quirky, opinionated, blushes
easily, and drives him absolutely wild. The only problem
is, she believes she’s in love with someone else. Ellie
never imagined that one sultry summer could change
everything. But the more time she spends with Brandon
researching her book on the mating habits of scoundrels,
the more she starts to fall for… The Wrong Marquess
The Inferno Club - a scandalous gathering of wealthy
libertines and highborn rakehells devoted to their wicked
pleasures. So the Club's members are known to London
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Society. But
little6does the world suspect the true
purpose of the Inferno Club--or the danger that looms
over England--which these select, powerful lords are
secretly sworn to fight.
Note: The Hold Your Breath books are each stand-alone
stories, and can be read individually in any order.
London, 1820 Some people are born with backbone.
Others have to fight for it. List in-hand of suitable
bachelors, Lady Reanna Halstead, the epitome of
naivety, is thrust into London society with demands to
gain a husband. To her utter amazement, she manages
to capture the attentions of the Marquess of Southfork.
Her love, dreams, and future are soon pinned on her
marriage to this one man. One handsome, kind, fantastic
man. One man, who has a very different idea of what this
marriage will be... He will be hated, before he is loved.
Killian Hayward, Marquess of Southfork, is only one step
away from completing the revenge he has fought his
entire life for. All he has to do is marry Lady Halstead.
The one woman that is the key to his revenge. To his
peace. The one woman that will threaten the very
foundation of his entire existence. The Hold Your Breath
series continues. A thousand reasons to hold your
breath, and one to let it go. Historical romance with
strong women, undeniable men, and hold your breath
adventure.
Passion and danger abound in this classic historical
romance from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Julie Garwood. Orphaned and besieged, Princess
Alesandra knows that only a hasty marriage to an
Englishman can protect her from the turmoil in her own
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land. TheBook
bold, raven-haired
beauty instantly captivates
London society, much to the amusement of her
makeshift guardian, Colin, younger brother of the
Marquess of Cainewood. But when Alesandra is nearly
abducted by her unscrupulous countrymen, Colin knows
he must protect her and offers a marriage that should be
in name alone—until their first kiss ignites a wildfire in his
soul. As the lovely princess dashes headlong into
unforseen dangers, Colin will risk his own life to save her
and claim Alessandra as his own—forever...
A determined Lady, a handsome, impoverished
Marquess, a flock of suitors, a difficult inheritance, a
deception revealed, an unexpected love.
A lady hidden from society A viscount with his own
secrets… When Frances Webster meets brooding Arthur
Amberton on Whitby shores, he’s a different man from
the dashing young gentleman she once carried a flame
for. But life has changed her, too. After a tragic accident
left her scarred physically and emotionally, she’s led a
solitary life. She cherishes their new friendship, yet she
can’t help but hope Arthur sees the beauty within her…
“Ms Fletcher has a real gift at story-telling, at entwining
history and romance to create an enchanting story”
—Chicks, Rogues and Scandals on The Warrior’s Bride
Prize “This story has a bit of everything, including
danger, intrigue, a few surprising twists I didn’t see
coming, interesting historical details, and a beautiful love
story!” —Goodreads on The Warrior’s Bride Prize
A former spy with dangerous secrets fears
nothing...except his dark desire for the delicate virgin he
cannot have. "It had me captivated from the beginning
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with romance and a gripping mystery." -Nicola,
Goodreads "Gabriel and Thea from this book were two of
the best characters I read this year." -Romantic Historical
Reviews A Prisoner of His Past Gabriel Ridgley, the
Marquess of Tremont, is dubbed The Angel for his
pristine reputation. Yet he harbors a dark secret: a spy
during the Napoleonic Wars, he bears deep and
dangerous scars. When he meets Miss Dorothea Kent, a
delicate virgin, he is torn between carnal desire—and the
need to protect her from his inner demons. A Captive of
Her Passions Despite a frail constitution, Thea Kent has
strength of spirit and heart. A wild attraction blooms
between her and Gabriel, a widowed aristocrat with
tortured eyes, yet he resists the pull between them.
When fate places his disabled son in her care, she’s
determined to guard the boy—and unravel the mystery of
Gabriel’s past. Freed by Love and Passion Someone is
killing Gabriel’s former colleagues, and he may be next
on the list. As the desperate hunt for the villain begins,
he and Thea get entangled in intrigue, betrayal, and
desire too powerful to resist. Will trust help them to
survive… and true love set them free? Grace's books
feature scorching hot historical romance, fun and feelgood happily ever afters, and exciting mystery and
adventure. Her books are standalones which can also be
enjoyed as part of her interconnected series. Heart of
Enquiry (The Kents) series (hot Regency romance)
Prequel Novella: The Widow Vanishes (Will & Annabel)
1: The Duke Who Knew Too Much (Alaric & Emma) 2: M
is for Marquess (Gabriel & Thea) 3: The Lady Who
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6 Cold (Marcus & Penny) 4: The
Came in from
Viscount Always Knocks Twice (Richard & Violet) 5:
Never Say Never to an Earl (Sinjin & Polly) 6: The
Gentleman Who Loved Me (Andrew & Primrose) Game
of Dukes series (hot Victorian romance) 1: The Duke
Identity (Harry & Tessa) 2: Enter the Duke (Ransom &
Maggie) 3: Regarding the Duke (Garrity & Gabby) 4: The
Duke Redemption (Wickham & Beatrice) 5: The Return
of the Duke (Knight & Fancy) 6: Steamy Winter Wishes:
A Hot Historical Romance Short Story (featuring
characters from all of Grace's series) Lady Charlotte's
Society of Angels series (hot Victorian romance) 1. Lady
Olivia and the Masked Duke (Olivia & Ben) 2. Pippa and
the Prince of Secrets (Pippa & Cull, Preorder for Sept
2021) Mayhem in Mayfair series (hot Regency
Romance) 1: Her Husband's Harlot (Helena & Nicholas)
2: Her Wanton Wager (Percy & Gavin) 3: Her Protector's
Pleasure (Marianne & Ambrose) 4: Her Prodigal Passion
(Charity & Paul)

The last man Judith Worth wants to see again is
Charles Trent, the Marquess of Ashford—the man
who spent summers at her family home, who kissed
her one magical night…and then heartlessly ruined
her father. But when a tricky business matter arises,
he’s the only one she can ask for help. She expects
that he’ll engage a servant to take care of the
matter, and she won’t even have to talk with him.
But Ashford has never forgotten Judith. He knows
she will never forgive him for what he’s done, but
when offered the chance to assist her, he arrives in
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person. His memory of Judith may have haunted
him, but it pales in comparison to the reality of the
vivacious, beautiful woman he rediscovers.
Throughout his life, he has always done what is
correct. But now, he finds himself doing something
utterly wrong…falling in love with the one woman he
can never have. Once Upon a Marquess is the first
book in the Worth Saga. The second book, After the
Wedding, is available now.
She wants nothing more than to leave. He wants
nothing more than for her to stay. Change may be
the only constant in life, but for Rachel Chant change
has only ever meant loss. First her father passed,
then she was forced to leave her mother, and now
she has even lost her home. Enough is enough and
Rachel determines to find a way to be with her
mother once again. She is no longer a little girl,
dependent on those charged with her care, and she
won't stand by while her mother slips beyond
reputable society and further into poverty.
Christopher Dunn has always lived among the
comforts of high society, but never as a true
member. The son of a musician and now a tutor, he
has long since given up on having a home or family.
Change and disruption are a way of life for him. He's
a man without roots, and he's fine with that. That is,
until he meets Rachel. Steady in the face of
uncertainty and with a love of music that runs as
deep as his own, Rachel first captures Christopher's
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interest and soon afterward his heart. However,
Rachel's determination to return home won't let her
rest. But to return home would be to leave
Christopher. Life, it seems, is not yet done taking
away those she loves, and this time it just might be
more than either of them can endure. As the second
stand-alone novel in a new series by author Laura
Rollins, The Determined Miss Rachel continues the
Daughters of Courage series. This charming story is
a light-hearted, clean and wholesome romance set in
the Regency era (think: a clean Bridgerton). All
books in this series have their own Happily-EverAfter and can be read apart but are best enjoyed in
proper order. Book 1: The Audacious Miss Eliza
Book 2: The Determined Miss Rachel Book 3: The
Fearless Miss Dinah Book 4: The Tenacious Lady
Blackmore
“Putney’s endearing characters and warm-hearted
stories never fail to inspire and delight.” —Sabrina
Jeffries A ROGUE REDEEMED As Washington
burns, Callista Brooke is trapped in the battle
between her native England and her adopted
homeland. She is on the verge of losing everything,
including her life, when a handsome Englishman
cuts through the violent crowd to claim that she is
his. Callie falls into her protector's arms, recognizing
that he is no stranger, but the boy she'd once loved,
a lifetime ago. Lord George Gordon Audley had
been Callie’s best friend, and it was to Gordon she
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turned in desperation to avoid a loathsome arranged
marriage. But the repercussions of his gallant
attempt to rescue her sent Callie packing to
Jamaica, and Gordon on a one way trip to the penal
colony of Australia. Against all odds, Gordon
survived. Finding Callie is like reclaiming his
tarnished soul, and once again he vows to do
whatever is necessary to protect her and those she
loves. But the innocent friendship they shared as
children has become a dangerous passion that may
save or destroy them when they challenge the
aristocratic society that exiled them both . . . Praise
for New York Times Bestselling Author Mary Jo
Putney’s Rogues Redeemed series “RITA Awardwinning Putney begins her new Rogues Redeemed
series on a high note with an impeccably written
book that realistically integrates the cost of the
Napoleonic Wars into a compelling story that neatly
balances dangerous adventures and passionate
romance.” —Booklist “A thrilling, romantic tale.”
—Bookpage, Top Pick of the Month “Putney’s
multifaceted and well-developed characters add
depth to this romance, which is complete with the
trials of war and the promise of future series
installments.” —Publishers Weekly
From USA Today & International Bestselling Author
Grace Callaway A passionate night at a masquerade
uncovers their deepest desires...but will the light of
day destroy their perfect fantasy? Find out in this
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sensual and heart-melting twist on Beauty and the
Beast! ~National Reader's Choice Award Finalist~
~Maggie Award for Excellence Finalist~ ~NTRWA
Carolyn Reader's Choice Award Finalist~ "You get
all the feels in all the right places when reading a
Grace Callaway book....The love affair between Wick
and Bea is beautiful (and scorching)." -Angela,
Goodreads A Lady Looking for Sin Once London’s
reigning debutante, Lady Beatrice Wodehouse is
poised for a life of happiness when an accident
shatters her dreams. Renamed Lady Beastly by
vicious gossips, she flees loss and betrayal,
escaping to the countryside. There, she finds solace
in anonymity and discovers new purpose, turning her
estate into a haven for society’s outcasts. Yet a
shard of her old dream remains: she yearns for a
taste of forbidden passion… A Gentleman in Search
of Redemption Once London’s most feckless rake,
Wickham Murray has fought to redeem his honor
and prove that he is more than a shallow Adonis.
Now a railway industrialist, he’s as renowned for his
prowess in the boardroom as in the bedchamber. His
latest venture will be the greatest success of his
career: the only obstacle is a stubborn country
spinster who refuses to sell him her land. On his way
to negotiate with her, he stops at a masquerade,
where an encounter with a masked lady changes
everything he thought he knew about desire… Their
Timeless Tale Negotiations go from heated to
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scorching as Bea and Wick discover that they are
not only opponents in business but lovers bonded by
a night of ecstasy that neither can forget. As they
wrestle with all-consuming passion and blossoming
love, they must also contend with deadly attacks
from a mysterious foe. In order to survive, they will
have to unravel dark secrets…and trust the truth of
their own hearts. The Duke Redemption is the 4th
book in the Game of Dukes series, which features
hot, sexy romance, fun and feel-good happily ever
afters, and intriguing mystery and adventure. This
book can be enjoyed as a stand-alone novel and is
also part of a series. The chronological order for
Grace's series follows below: Game of Dukes series
(hot historical romance): Book 1: The Duke Identity
(Harry &Tessa) Book 2: Enter the Duke (Ransom &
Maggie) Book 3: Regarding the Duke (Garrity &
Gabby) Book 4: The Duke Redemption (Wickham &
Beatrice) Book 5: The Return of the Duke (Knight &
Fancy) Heart of Enquiry (Kent family saga) series
(hot Regency romance): Prequel Novella: The
Widow Vanishes (Will & Annabel) Book 1: The Duke
Who Knew Too Much (Alaric & Emma) Book 2: M is
for Marquess (Gabriel & Thea) Book 3: The Lady
Who Came in from the Cold (Marcus & Penny) Book
4: The Viscount Always Knocks Twice (Richard &
Violet) Book 5: Never Say Never to an Earl (Sinjin &
Polly) Book 6: The Gentleman Who Loved Me
(Andrew & Primrose) Mayhem in Mayfair series (hot
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Regency romance): Book 1: Her Husband's Harlot
(Helena & Nicholas) Book 2: Her Wanton Wager
(Percy & Gavin) Book 3: Her Protector's Pleasure
(Marianne & Ambrose) Book 4: Her Prodigal Passion
(Charity & Paul)
In the game of love… Georgiana Lucas despises the
arrogant and cruel Marquess of Westmorland even
before learning that he’s won the deed to her friend
Kitty’s home in a card game. Still, Georgiana
assures Kitty the marquess wouldn’t possibly come
all the way to Derbyshire to throw them out—until he
shows up, bloody and unconscious. Fearing that
Kitty would rather see him die, Georgiana blurts out
that he’s her fiancé. She’ll nurse the hateful man
back to health and make him vow to leave and never
return. The man who wakes up, though, is nothing
like the heartless rogue Georgiana thought she
knew… You have to risk it all He wakes up with no
memory of being assaulted—or of who he is. The
bewitching beauty tending him so devotedly calls
him Rob and claims she’s his fiancée even as she
avoids his touch. Though he can’t remember how
he won her hand, he’s now determined to win her
heart. But as his memory returns and the truth is
revealed, Rob must decide if the game is up—or if
he’ll take a chance on a love that defies all odds.
Disowned and disinherited by his aristocratic family,
Jack Llewelyn survives on his wits and his ability to
nurse officers returning from the Napoleonic Wars.
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He is prepared to go to any lengths to clear his
name, but fate, and the Duke of Diable Delamere,
have different plans for Jack. Soon, he will be
hunting a missing spy, discovering old family
secrets, and risking his life pursuing a woman who
has changed beyond recognition Only then will he be
able to face his lost love, ask her forgiveness and
finally deserve his very happy ending.
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